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Tariff Notice No. 1978/98-Applications for Approval 

The undermentioned Tariff items, descriptions etc., are those that relate to the 1978 Customs Tariff which comes into force 1 July 1978. 
NOTICE is hereby given that applications have been made to the Minister of Customs for concessionary entry of the following goods at th 
rates of Customs Duty shown: 
-----

Rates of Duty Part 
Port Appn. Tariff Goods II 

No. Item Normal Other Ref. 
Pref. 

··----------·--------

AK 294 25.07.000 Bentonite, used as a bonding agent, being mixed with sand to form Free* Free* 99 
foundry grey iron moulds 

H.O. 47902 35.03.011 C.W.S. powder glue to be mixed with plaster, for use in stipple finishing Free* Free* 15 
wall and ceiling plasters 

H.O. 47901 35 .03 .011 Teck gelatin glue, for blending with New Zealand glue for use in making Free* Free* 15 
plaster 

H.O. 48409 39.07.299 Patients' identification bracelets designed to contain name of patient Free* Free* 99 
as well as special medical and technical information 

AK 396 40.05.019 Tape, stress control, 3M Brand No. 2220, used to absorb electrical Free* Free* 99 
stress for use on high voltage plastic insulated electrical cables 

AK 397 40.10.008} T.B.A. endless whipcord belts, for use as high speed transmission belts Free* Free* 99 
40.10.009 on machinery 

H.O. 48476 40.14.049 Jig diaphragms of rubber and textile, being replacement diaphragms Free* Free* 99 

H.O. 48410 48.07 .159 
used in the gold saving plant on the gold dredge "Kanieri" 

Velour cover stock (cotton flock pn No. 56 cover stock), used for Free* 
manufacture of outside covers for memo books 

H.O. 48485 48.15.029 No. 1221 lncheque indicators in sheets, used to indicate sterility of goods Free* Free* 99 
from an autoclave 

H.O. 48466 48.15.029 Photo album sheets NP6, free adhesive type with OPP film .. Free* Free* 15 
WN 321 59.04.001 Sjohest float/cork lines Free* 
H.O. 48253 68.07.000 Ceramic fibre tap out cones, slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral Free* Free* 99 

wools, used to plug run out holes in aluminium holding furnaces 
WN 299 70.21.009 Sight flow indicators, excluding refrigerant flare liquid indicators, in Free* Free* 99 

sizes 0.635 cm and 0.725 cm 
H.O. 48438 73.14.000 Galvanised wire, over 1.8 mm cross section, for wire tying in the pack- Free* Free* 99 

aging industry and pulp baling for export 
H.O. 48423 73.14.000 Galvanised wire, under 1.8 mm cross section, for wire tying in packaging 

industry 
Free* Free* 99 

H.O. 48354 73.14.000 Pinion wire, specially made for the manufacture of bathroom scale Free* Free* 99 
pinions 

H.O. 48469 73 .15 .039 10 mm deformed high tensile steel, for reinforcing power transmission Free* Free* 15 
poles used for reinforcement for power transmission poles 

H.O. 48435 73.15.141 Steel wire, high carbon for use in the manufacture of springs Free* Free* 99 
H.O. 48424 73.18.009 Black medium pipe to A.P.15Land A.S.1074 ( or equal), coated with high 

density polyethylene, nominal internal diameter up to 102 mm, own 
Free* Free* 99 

use for reticulation of natural gas 
H.O. 48387 73.20.001 Tube and pipe fittings of iron or steel and stainless steel, for use in in- Free* 

strumentation and chemical process plants 
H.O. 48388 73.25.009 Stranded wire made up into lengths for use as electrodes in electrostatic Free* Free* 99 

precipitators 
CH 69 73.27.029 Galvanised woven wire mesh, for use in the manufacture of safety Free* Free* 15 

guards for machinery 
H.O. 48433 73.40.001 Iron castings 10,000 kg to 50,000 kg each; in the rough state, to be Free* Free* 99 

machine finished in New Zealand 
WN 333 73.40.069 Key shells and key covers peculiar to use in making key cases Free* Free* 15 
WN 301 73.40.069 Wire gauzes, plain with ceramic centres, for support of beakers, flasks, Free* Free* 99 

etc., on bunsen burner stands 
AK 465 84.10.029 Iwaki pump model MD30, used as part for movie film processor Free* Free* 10 
WN 348 84.11.061 Exhauster suction fan assemblies and fans for Johnston road suction Free* 

cleaners 
AK 214 84.11.061 Woods 76mmcentrifugalfans,standard bearings 220/240, 1/50 Hz, AC Free* 

supply, 2400 r.p.m., L.H. mounting, Wood 108 mm centrifugal fan, 
standard bearings 220/240, 1/50 Hz, A.C. supply, 2700 r.p.m., L.H. 
mounting, for cooling locally manufactured high frequency industrial 
generators 

AK 328 84.14.001 Dual fuel burner, pilot set and adaptor plate, used as oil burner for Free* Free* 10 
Martin furnace 

DN 2 84.15.000 Carrier transicold 600 4A refrigeration units, for manufacture of I.S.O. Free* Free* 15 
containers 

WN 223 84.15.000 Flat evaporator plates used in refrigeration Free* Free* 10 
DN 4 84.15.000 "Polarstream" on-board liquid nitrogen container kits for I.S.O. ship- Free* Free* 15 

ping containers 
H.O. 48263 84.17.009 Asahi APR ALF 7 /K dual drying and post hardening cabinet, to dry Free* Free* 10 

AK 466 84.17.009 
and post harden the washed-out relief plates 

Crepuco VT 422 vertical swept surface heat exchanger made of stainless Free* Free* 10 
steel, to be used in heating of concentrated milk during manu-
facture of milk powder 

WN 331 84.17.009 Philips cryogenic equipment, types PLA 107, PLN 106, PLN 430, for Free* Free* 10 
the production of liquid air or liquid nitrogen 

WN 365 84.17 .009 Temperature controllers, peculiar to use with plastic extruding or Free* Free* 10 

WN 368 84.18.039 
moulding machines 

Filters and strainers for attachment to liquid-refrigerant pipe lines of Free* Free* 10 
external diameter up to and including 40.6 mm 

WN 361 84.18.039 Plates for Varnish Filter Press .. Free* Free* 15 


